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Calendar of lesson 

• Feb             26 

• Mar           4     11      15      22  

• Apr            1      8       15      22        29 

• May           6     13 (final test) 

 

• Fryday    classroom 16 

• Tuesday  classroom 23 

 

 

 



Lessons planning  

1. Journalese>>When was it born? Who did create it?  Why? What is it? and How 
can study it? (Catricalà 2015) 

 
2. Comparison between different points of view: Historical approach;  
Sociolinguistic, Pragmatic, Discourse Analysis, etc. (Catricalà 2015) 

 
3. The cognitive approach  (Croft/Cruse 2010) >(Digression about Semiological 
studies) 
• Words and conceptualizing 
• Operations 
• Polysemy 
• Metaphors 

 
4.Word Design Theory (Catricalà 2015) 
 
5. Legibility and Readibility (Catricalà 2015) 

 
 
 



 
Preface >Conceptualizing process 

 General Principles of verbal construals: 

1. We have many construals for every situation 

2. They are exclusive 

3. There is not the best construal in considering the 
context 

Between mind and word 

A. The concepts are functional  for communication 

B. The world imposes many constraints  

C. The conventional concepts > conventional imagery 

 

 

 



 
Structure 

 1° part Concepts and linguistic analysis: a new approach 
1.a. Frame, spaces and domain: conceptual organtization  
1.b. Constructions and operations 
1.c. Categories and meaning 
 
 
2° part Cognitive approach to lexical semantic  
2°.a. Polysemic senses 
2.b. The metaphors 
 
 
3° part Cogntive approach to grammatical  aspects 
Constructions grammars 
Usage pattern  



1° part Concepts and linguistic analysis: a new 
approach 
 

1.1. Frame, spaces and domain: conceptual organization:  
Semantic of frames 
Organization Prophile-frame-domain 
  
1.2. Constructions and operations 
Attention/Salience 
Judgment/comparison 
Perspective/Contextualisation  
Composition/Gestalt  
 
1.3. Categories and meaning 
Classical model 
Prototypical model 
Dynamic model  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1.1. Frame, spaces and domain: conceptual organization 
 
1.1.1 Frame Theory 
 
1.1.2  Prophile-Frame  
 
1.1.3 Consequences Prophile-frame/Domain: collocations/ 
 configurations; predication Profile; relations between  
 Domains  
 
1.1.4 Extension Prophile-Frame/Domain  
 
1.1.5 Domains end Cognitive idelaized  models 
 
1.1.6 Mental spaces   
 
 



1.1.1   Frame Theory 
 
Marvin Minsky  1974, A Framework for Representing Knowledge 

A frame is a data-structure for representing a stereotyped 
situation, like being in a certain kind of living room, or 
going to a child's birthday party.  
Attached to each frame are several kinds of information. 
Some of this information is about how to use the frame.  
Some is about what one can expect to happen next. Some 
is about what to do if these expectations are not 
confirmed. 
 
 
 a network of nodes and semantic relations 



Digression about  Semiotic 

• < gr. Σημειωτικόn ’osservazione dei sintomi’ (<σημεῖον ‘segno’, Linked 
also to σημασία , both  ‘sign’   and  ‘ability of sending signs’)  

•   English first documentations: 

• Henry Stubbes (1670) “branch of medical science relating to the 
interpretation of signs” 

•  John Locke (1690) > semeiotiké / semeiotics in  An Essay 
Concerning Human Understanding (1690, book 4, chapt. 21): “first, 
the nature of things, as they are in themselves, their relations, and their 
manner of operation: or, secondly, that which man himself ought to do, 
… or, thirdly, the ways and means whereby the knowledge of both the 
one and the other of these is attained and communicated; 

 

 

• Democrito, Platone, Aristotele, Agostino, etc. "aliquid stat pro aliquo” 



Semiological studies 

• Michel Bréal (1832-1915> Essai de Sémantique. 
Science des significations , ed. it. di Arturo Martone): 
Rifiuto modello biologico-naturalistico; Principio 
uniformità delle lingue in quanto leggi dell’ intelletto; 

• Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) Cours de 
linguistique générale  (De Mauro 1967): Sto/Snte; 
Sintagmatico/ Associativo; Langue /Parole; Sistema 
NeReO; tout se tient; fait sociale Benveniste: 
Semiology = Semiotic vs Semantic =paradigmatico vs 
sintagmatico)  

 



Saussure 

    
 
 

cavallo, horse, cheval 



------------------------------------------------------------- 

                                cavallo 

Sign 

 

 

• -BIFACCIALITA’ 

• -ARBITRARIETA’(katà sunthéken, ad placitum) 

• -LINEARITA’ 

• -PSICHICITA’ 

• -SOCIALITA’ 

• -esclusi: Individualità e Materialità 



Functions of  Language> construction of meaning: 
what is the difference between the two drawings? 

Ferdinand de Saussure (Ginevra, 26 novembre 1857 – Vufflens-le-Château, 

22 febbraio 1913) 

Ray Jackenfoff: la situazione comunicativa Enrico parla a Sandro di un 

albero (Patterns in the mind 1993) 



Sign 

• Charles Sanders Pierce  

• Ogden-Richards 1923 The Meaning of Meaning 

              interpretant  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   representamen                                                                        object        



 Distinctive features Analysis (Hyelmslev) 
• Analysis of the phonemes : 

• [consonante] [orale] [labiale] [sorda] /p/ 

• [consonante] [orale] [labiale] [sonora] /b/ 

• Analysis of semantic features of  a lexical element : 

• [animale] [ovino] [maschio] /montone/ 

• [animale] [ovino] [femmina] /pecora/ 

• [umano] [adulto] [maschio] /uomo/ 

• [umano] [adulto] [femmina] /donna/ 

• [umano] [-adulto] [maschio] /bambino/ 

• [umano] [-adulto] [femmina] /bambina/ 

 

 



Lessico 

Luca = 

N proprio 

+animato 

+umano 

+masch 

…. 

torta = 
 
intensione 

estensione 

 

 
A tutte le 

 torte 

N 

-animato 

+concreto 

+commest 

…. 

mangiare = 

V 

+trans 

S [+anim] 

O [+comm] 

…. 

Italian data base  



The limits of the logic model (Violi 1997; Cruse/ Croft 
2004)  

1.The relationship between words and meanings is not 1:1 (like 1 fingerprint 1 /1 subject; 
but as  1 parent,father / >1 children >>polysemic, omonimy)  

 

2. In English Hypotenuse  (without the translation of  Germ. Kathete  and  It.  Cateto) : the 
idea of rectangular triangle is the same 

 

3. Distintive features: a 12 years old girl: she is not nubile, but she is [Female] +[not 
married] 

 

4. Pragmatic valences and contextual aspects : Il 14 vuole il conto , and also other 
examples: Bisogna riportare il bambino / vs/ il leone allo zoo ; La ragazza del quadro con 
gli occhi azzurri ha gli occhi verdi 

  

• 5. Idioms, polywords expressions, metaphors, etc. : e.g. to be the icing  on the cake/ 
essere la ciliegina sulla torta; homonyms : stalk (part of a plant) and stalk 
(follow/harass a person)  

 

• a. Mary finished the cigarette/b. Mary finished her beer. 

 

 



About the Alternative Hypothses 

• Frame ( Minsky> Fillmore):  
In the Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1985) we consider that the frame is very important for the 

comprehension of the meaning. The frame can be defined as a schema, a 
representation of an event and  a relationship between a lot of elements 

e.g. the concept of Cooking, that is the result of different elements: a cooking person 
(Chief), the products  and the ingredients (Food), the tools (Container, knife…), the 
source of heating (Heating_instrument).  These elements are specific features of the 
frame APPLY_HEAT.  

The words that can headline the concept of Cooking arew called  lexical units of the frame 
APPLY_HEAT,  e.g., a verb or a noun   

 

 
The principal definitions of frame:  

1. Representational schema (cfr.  database  FrameNet: 
https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/home  (based on corpora);  

2. The term Frame was first used by Marvin Minsky as a paradigm to understand visual reasoning and 
natural language processing ( structure and stereotypical knowledge (Minsky 1974) 

https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/home

